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GET THE MOST FROM GRAZING CORN STALKS 

 

Corn harvest is well along and cows are starting to graze the stalks. Grazing corn stalks during 

winter has many benefits. It can save over a dollar a day per cow compared to feeding expensive 

hay. 

 

One of the myths I want to dispel is about nitrates in drought damaged corn fields and the impact 

of a freeze. For example, some people say that after a freeze the nitrates will leave the stalk. So it 

should be safe to bale or graze corn stalks after it freezes even if the stalks currently contain high 

nitrates.  

 

In real life, though, a freeze probably will have no effect at all on nitrate levels. Almost all our 

corn plants will be mature and dead before it freezes this fall. And if some plants are still green 

and alive, a freeze might actually cause a brief increase in nitrate levels before settling in at the 

rate it was at before. 

 

Is it automatically safe to graze drought damaged corn field stalks after grain harvest? “In most 

situations they are correct, but not all the time,” says Bruce Anderson, UNL forage specialist. 

“Nitrates do tend to decline as plants mature, and plants that produce grain tend to have lower 

nitrate concentrations. Also, the husks and leaves that cattle prefer only rarely have high nitrate 

concentrations.” 

 

But notice Bruce didn’t say always. He uses the words tend and rarely. Dryland fields still may 

have high nitrates, especially in that lower stalk.  

 

I had one grower report a 30 bushel per acre field in Saline County had a nitrate test in the lower 

portion of the stalk of 8,000 ppm, 4 times the reported toxic limit. At the time he was unsure if 

that field had been sidedressed with N. A test a grower and I conducted in a zero yielding field 

had 1,400 ppm in the lower portion and 400 ppm from cob upwards. Anything below 1,000 is a 

safe level for bred cows as long as other feeds and water do not exceed the 1,000 number.  

 

You may be tempted to force animals to graze stalks a bit harder than usual this year. Cattle may 

start out selecting safe husks and leaves, but as that supply declines they will graze more of the 

lower stalks with potentially dangerous nitrate concentrations. Better get those bred cows moved 

this year and not force the lower portion of the plants. 

 

To play it safe before grazing, sample your stalks. Check nitrates in the lower foot of stalk and 

then check nitrates in the upper portion along with leaves and husks with at least ten plants that 

represent the field well. What you discover could save your animals’ lives or prevent a calf 

abortion. Just remember, be careful this year about forcing cows to eat the lower stalks. They 

won’t get much protein or energy from lower stalks but the nitrate levels might be dangerously 

high. 

 



 

For more information on drought related management information go to: 

http://droughtresources.unl.edu/ 
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